
Q&A Blasting boxes 
 

About points 
 

Q: When do I calculate the multiplication bonus points, before or after bottom boxes break?  

A: The final position of the box is what gives points because it means you stacked well. Therefore, all 

calculations of points should be calculated after checking if the bottom boxes broke or not.  

 

Q: If I placed a box on level four, which gives me ten extra Height points, but then the bottom boxes 

breaks, do I still get ten extra points?  

A: No, you do not. The final position of the box is what gives points. 

 

Q: If boxes broke because I placed heavier boxes on top, do I also lose the bonus points from the 

multiplication, combo, or Height points?  

A: No. you only lose the points written on the boxes themselves. The bonus points are yours to keep.  

 

Q: if someone blew up my boxes with a combo Switch Box or Bomb Box, do I lose points?  

A: It depends on how you want to play the game: for beginners, it is better if they don’t lose points, 

but advance players might prefer to play with deducting points.  

 

Q: If I have a combo of 5 and even 6, do I still get only four extra points?  

A: Points are distributed according to the number of boxes in the combo, so, in the case mentioned, 

you will get 5 or 6 points.  

 

Q: If I get a Combo Multicolored Box and by positioning it I get another combo do I get extra combo 

points on the same turn?  

A: Yes. You can use the Multicolored Box immediately after you got it, and use it to receive more 

points and even draw another combo card.   

 

Q: If I use the Switch Box, do I get Multiplication, Combo, and Height Bonus Points from the 

opponent’s box?  

A: Yes. You will get the deserved bonus points just as if you positioned a new box. 

 



Combo Cards 
 

Q: If I switched the metal box from 9 to 6 or vice versa, are they considered the same for earning a 

combo? 

A:  Yes. Even though you switched the weight of the box, the metal box is still the same and will get 

you a combo. 

 

Q: How exactly does a Cotton Box help? 

A: Cotton Box, if used well, is very advantageous. Remember that the higher the pile of boxes is, the 

more points you get from multiplication and extra Height Bonus Points, the cotton box helps with 

that.  

 

Q: Can I put a cotton box anywhere I want in the box stack, or do I have to put it on top of the pile? 

A: You can position it only at the top of the pile.  

 

Q: Does the Switch Box allow me to switch only boxes from the top of the pile? Or any box I want in 

my or my opponent's pile? 

A: You can switch any box from anywhere in your opponents or your own pile. 

 

Q: Using the switch Box, can I switch a box from the bottom of my pile and then put my opponent’s 

box in the top of the pile or somewhere other than where my old box was?  

A:  No. You have to position your opponent’s box at the same place as your old box was. 

 

Q: Can I use the switch box to get an opponent’s shelf box?  

A: No. Once the opponent positioned his Shelf Box, it became an integrated shelf, and it cannot be 

removed.  

 

Q: Can I use the switch box to get an opponent’s Cotton Box? 

A: Yes, you can.  

 

Q: If I used a Switch Box and the box I took from my opponent completed a new combo for me, can I 

use that combo in the same turn? 

A: Yes. You can use the combo at the same turn. You will get extra points for the combo, and you can 

draw another combo box. 



Q: If I position my Multicolored Box next to two separate combos, can I use the multicolored box for 

both combos in the same turn?  

A: No. in each turn the multicolored box becomes only one color. You cannot use it for two separate 

colors on the same turn.  

 

Q: Can Multicolored box add to combos so they become combos of 5 or 6?  

A: Yes. Multicolored Boxes are used like other colors and complete combos of over 4. 

 

Q: If I get two or three multicolored boxes next to each other, do they create their own combo as 

well?  

A: Yes. You can use them either for their own combo or as props for other color combos. 

 

Q: If I got a Multicolored Box, can I use the box already in the same turn to get another combo?  

A: Yes. You can use the Multicolored Box already in the same turn to get another combo. You will get 

Combo points, and you will draw another combo box.  

 

Q: If I get a combo of 6, can I pick up two combo 3 boxes? Or do I have to pick up a combo 4 box?  

A: You can choose if to pick one combo 4 box, or two combo 3 boxes. 

 

 

   


